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NEED FOR FUNDING COORDINATION 
 This report addresses a potential need in North Carolina for more coordinated funding for 
drinking water, wastewater and stormwater infrastructure  henceforth termed water 
infrastructure. North Carolina communities report that the process for obtaining public funds is 
difficult to navigate because of multiple funding programs housed under different agencies and a 
lack of clear information available to guide them through the funding process.1 This report 
defines the funding process as beginning with the identification of a project and concluding when 
a community receives funds for that project. Coordination among potential funding agencies may 
improve this process for communities. Coordination also provides a common-sense approach for 
the state to use its funds efficiently in ameliorating the increasingly large gap between water 
infrastructure needs and available funds. In February of 2006, the North Carolina Rural 
Economic Development Center released its Water 2030 report, which estimates that $16.6 billion 
in water infrastructure investments will be needed over the next 25 years. At the same time, 
federal and state public funding will likely continue to decrease since its peak in 1998, when the 
NC legislature issued a bond to fund water infrastructure.2 
                                                
1 The following state and federal agencies provide public grants and loans for water infrastructure in North Carolina. 
There are over thirty separate funding programs housed under these agencies.  
Federal State 
U.S. Department of Agriculture:  
Rural Utilities Services 
NC Department of Environment and 
Natural Resources Programs 
Economic Development Administration NC Rural Economic Development Ctr. 
Appalachian Regional Commission* Clean Water Management Trust Fund 
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency: 
State and Tribal Assistance Grants and  
State Revolving Funds* 
NC Department of Commerce 
Housing and Urban Development:  
Community Development Block Grants* 
 
* Indicates that federal programs are administered through a state agency.  
 
2 North Carolina Rural Economic Development Center, (February 2006), Water 2030. The WATER 2030 Initiative 
will assist North Carolinians in making critical decisions about water resources. It includes data collection on water, 
sewer and storm water infrastructure; projections of water use and available supply through 2030; and public 
education and outreach. 
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 Public funding primarily concerns small (< 5,000 population) to mid-size communities (5 
 10,000 population) in North Carolina. Larger cities typically have the capacity to leverage their 
own funds and do not rely heavily on federal or state public funding agencies. Sixty percent of 
North Carolinas municipalities do not qualify for private infrastructure lending programs.3 They 
depend on public grants and loans to fund their water infrastructure. 
 As of January 2006, the Small Community Water Infrastructure Exchange listed over 
thirty states that have some coordinating body to assist communities in funding water 
infrastructure. 4 These state bodies range dramatically in their level of formality and breadth of 
services provided. No information is available on the relative success of these state models, but 
the EPA has published a handbook on coordinating funding at the state-level using case studies 
of six states.5   
 
The State Water Infrastructure Commission 
 North Carolina has recognized the importance of coordinated funding and in 2005 NC 
G.S. 159 G replaced the State Infrastructure Council with the State Water Infrastructure 
Commission (referred to as the Commission) in an effort to foster a more coordinated and 
sustainable funding system for North Carolinas water infrastructure. See Appendix 1 for a 
comparison chart differentiating the previous council and new commission. The legislature has 
articulated the following purpose for the Commission: To identify the State's water 
infrastructure needs, develop a plan to meet those needs, and monitor the implementation of the 
plan. In doing so, the legislation set forth eight charges (G.S. 159G-66) for the commission, one 
                                                
3 Ibid. Their bond ratings are not high enough to qualify. Among the factors considered in establishing bond ratings 
are demographics, tax base, fiscal soundness and managerial practices. 
4 Small Community Water Infrastructure Exchange, Obtained from: http://www.scwie.org/ 
5 U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, (October 2003), Handbook on Coordinating Funding for Water and 
Wastewater Infrastructure: A Compilation of State Approaches. 
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of which is, To make recommendations on ways to maximize the use of current funding 
resources, whether federal, State, or local, and to ensure that funds are used in a coordinated 
manner. This report addresses the above charge by the legislature to coordinate funding, which 
could benefit communities across the State in need of water infrastructure. With funding from 
the Rural Center, the Environmental Finance Center at the University of North Carolina at 
Chapel Hill is conducting this research to provide policy guidance to the Commission, which is 
expected to meet for the first time in 2006. The goal of this study is to investigate the current 
challenges faced by North Carolina in coordinating the funding of water infrastructure and to 
suggest an approach to state-level coordinated funding.  
 
RESEARCH DESIGN 
 This report has three objectives:  
1) Describe recent practices for funding water infrastructure in North Carolina.  
2) Report the preferences and suggestions of North Carolina stakeholders for how funding 
should be coordinated to improve the current practices.  
3) Examine the practices and organizational structure of coordinating bodies for funding water 
infrastructure in other states.  
 The first two objectives were met by conducting 25 individual interviews and one 4-
person focus group with stakeholders in the North Carolina funding process. Interviews were 
primarily conducted by phone. Interviewees were selected based on their professional experience 
and expertise in the field of water infrastructure. These stakeholders included representatives of 
infrastructure funding organizations, regulatory agencies, state and regional planning 
organizations, local governments, and technical assistance providers. This report will refer to 
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interview respondents representing funding agencies as funders, the representatives of 
communities that apply for funding as communities, and the representatives of agencies 
conducting planning and providing technical assistance to applicants as planners.  
The third objective was pursued by benchmarking other states through interviews and on-
line data collection. Seven state models were explored: Arkansas, Colorado, Kentucky, Montana, 
New York, Ohio and West Virginia. These states offered a range of organizational structures and 
services provided, with maximal explanatory power for this report. The observations and 
viewpoints of NC stakeholders are combined with the best practices and models of other states as 
a basis for recommendations on successful coordination.  
 
Limitations 
 This report has the following limitations:  
Interviewees may have interpreted the meaning of questions differently. Three different 
interviewers administered the questions, so inter-interviewer reliability may have 
influenced responses to the questions. To minimize this threat, EFC conducted practice 
interviews and considered how to document possible answers. 
Some organizations interviewed deal with both funding and planning, so interviewees were 
classified in one category or the other. 
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FINDINGS  
 
CHALLENGES 
North Carolina stakeholders identified three broad categories of challenges that exist in 
the current funding process. These include efficiency challenges, effectiveness challenges and 
equity challenges.  
 
Efficiency Challenges: Maximizing the use of current funding resources during the funding 
process and in distributing money 
Stakeholders noted that there were wasted resources under the current system. They 
primarily recalled instances where insufficient coordination and cooperation among agencies led 
to wasted time and money. Another challenge stakeholders mentioned is the inefficiency in the 
current use of funds for projects. They argued that public funds could be allocated more 
judiciously to achieve state-level goals, rather than the present piecemeal approach.  
 
Wasted Resources 
Stakeholders offered five examples of wasted resources, including: (1) duplication of 
efforts, (2) unhealthy competition, (3) expired funds, and (4) insufficient accounting. 
 
Duplication of Efforts 
Interview respondents pointed to the two needs assessments conducted separately by two 
different state departments within a few years of one another. The Department of Environment 
and Natural Resources conducted a needs assessment for North Carolina under direction from 
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the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency in 2003, which was followed by the NC Rural 
Economic Development Centers Water 2030 needs assessment published in 2006. Though these 
publications have some different information, there were duplicated efforts that wasted each 
agencys resources. Another example of duplicated efforts is apparent in the application process. 
Project applicants submit the same or very similar information to multiple funding agencies 
instead of providing the information just once and then submitting additional information as 
needed. These were the major instances of duplicated efforts, but stakeholders relayed multiple 
smaller examples where agencies or communities did the very same work independently instead 
of sharing their information.  
 
Unhealthy Competition 
Another example of waste stems from unhealthy competition among funding agencies 
and between communities. For the American free market system, competition is applauded, but 
for funding public water infrastructure, it has negative consequences. Under the current system, 
funders have to invest resources courting communities interested in applying for their grants or 
loans. If, after being courted, a community decides to accept funds from a different funding 
agency then the original agency loses its initial investment. In the case of USDAs federal grant 
funds, if these funds are earmarked for a particular community and then turned down for a better 
offer, the entire grant amount reverts back into the national pool of money and North Carolina 
loses it altogether. Funding agencies say they have no reliable way to know what other funding 
agencies communities have applied to or whether they have accepted other funds, aside from 
informal communication with other funders and asking the communities. Mystery and confusion 
in the current process have led to this competition. In addition, communities apply to multiple 
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funding agencies to maximize their chances of being funded. Communities said that they do not 
know which funding agency is most appropriate for their particular infrastructure projects, so 
they expend extra resources applying to all of them. Planners also admit they encourage 
communities to competitively apply to multiple funders, while intending for the community to 
receive only one or two funding awards. These competitive practices waste funder and 
community resources during the application process and create confusion among all parties 
involved.  
 
Expired Funds 
Communities repeatedly report that the public funding they received expired before their 
environmental review process was completed. Funding agencies have deadlines for spending 
their grant money, which can come due before project construction is underway. Communities 
said that there was little to no communication between the funding agencies and the permitting 
agencies. Planners add that the Environmental Management Commission can expedite 
environmental reviews for such situations, but this could sacrifice a projects quality.  
 
Insufficient Accounting of Funds 
Stakeholders said that some money is wasted as a community administers it for a project. 
This is especially true for co-funded projects, where more than one funding agency has allocated 
money for a project. Co-funded projects require a complex system of accounting for each dollar 
that is spent. Funders fear that these earmarked funds may be spent for the wrong purpose 
because they are not always tracked with oversight to prevent waste. Further, funding agencies 
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do not have a common method for alerting one another when funds have been awarded for a 
particular project and when these funds become available for actual construction expenses.  
 
Inefficient Distribution of Funds 
Stakeholders highlighted instances where funding allocation did not promote efficiency. 
They said funding packages are not structured to provide an ideal balance of grant and loan 
funds, and the current piecemeal approach to allocating funds does not provide a state-level 
strategy for distributing all of the available funds most efficiently throughout the state.  
 
Grant verses Loan Allocation 
A second efficiency challenge identified by stakeholders is inefficient use of funds for 
projects. There is limited grant funding for infrastructure projects and this must be allocated 
wisely to maximize the use of current funding resources, so funding agencies must find a delicate 
balance between grant and loan funding for communities. Planners noted that without state-level 
guidance, individual communities will seek to maximize their own well-being with regard to 
water infrastructure funding, in some cases to the detriment of the state as a whole. One 
community legitimized this concern, saying that it will go for free money first or pursue grant 
money, even if it can afford to take a loan instead. Stakeholders also worry that water rates will 
remain artificially low and unsustainable in North Carolina if communities with sufficient 
resources to raise water rates to finance loan repayments continue to depend on grant funding. In 
Principles and Criteria for Assessing Alternative Approaches to Providing and Financing 
Capital Facilities, Beatley and Kaiser6 suggest that the true costs of water systems must be 
                                                
6 Beatley and Kaiser. Principles and Criteria for Assessing Alternative Approaches to Providing and Financing 
Capital Facilities. 
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reflected in their water rates to promote efficiency. Grants might better be spent on communities 
that can not afford the cost of water system improvements.  
 
No State-level Strategy 
Most stakeholders recognized the need to think about infrastructure funding from a state-
level perspective, rather than the parochial community level only. For instance, the state might 
identify a more extreme need for water projects than sewer or stormwater projects in a given 
year, so the funding agencies might collectively agree to provide more of their available grant 
money to fund water projects. Funding agencies do not cooperate to create and pursue state-wide 
strategies for funding water infrastructure. According to one planner, funding agencies instead 
dole out money in an ad hoc fashion.  
 
Effectiveness Challenges: Making the funding process operate smoothly and ensuring the 
future viability of North Carolinas water systems 
Stakeholders identified three challenges in the current funding process related to 
effectiveness. These include: (1) limited communication and coordination, (2) a lack of 
information, and (3) poor planning. Particularly, stakeholders noticed deficient communication 
among funding agencies with regard to project funding and developing uniform standards for 
information; an absence of clear and accessible information for communities about funding 
options and a lack of information for agencies to base funding decisions on; and reactionary or 
inadequate planning at the local and state levels. 
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Limited Communication / Coordination 
Communication among funders takes place but the extent of this communication is 
limited. Most funding agencies report that they refer funding applicants to one another fairly 
often, but funders typically coordinate on a regular basis only with a select few other funders. 
Funders reported particular problems and ambiguity when coordinating with federal funding 
agencies because of the very different federal criteria for project funding. One funder reported 
being unfamiliar with the detailed program criteria of other funding agencies to the extent that 
the funder felt uncomfortable referring applicants to the best funding agency for their particular 
project. Another funder had difficulty determining if another partnering agency came through 
with the expected funds or if the scope of a project would have to be reduced. Other stakeholders 
observed turf issues among funding agencies, deterring useful coordination and referrals.  
Past attempts of funding agencies to coordinate through informal meetings have proven 
an ineffective use of time with regard to considering project proposals. In the past, North 
Carolina funding agencies gathered informally under the organization of the Rural Center to 
discuss issues related to the funding process and to confer about project applications. Funders 
and planners indicated that this was a beneficial exercise to establish working relationships with 
other funding agencies and a step toward better coordination; however, one interviewee 
mentioned that the efforts of the group were thwarted because it had limited expertise and lacked 
a clear set of standards for jointly reviewing applications. The group had difficulty discussing 
projects without a common ground from which to begin. One community also expressed a 
specific need for more uniform standards for information among funding agencies, saying it 
would have helped if the Department of Environment and Natural Resources and the Rural 
Centers standards were the same. 
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Lack of Information 
Communities are dismayed to report there is no central repository of information, listing 
all of the funding programs, funding agencies and their respective eligibility criteria. This 
hinders their ability to put together more comprehensive funding packages. One Community 
leader said, There are a couple of [funding] programs we dont understand. Communities are 
unaware of what their options are for funding water infrastructure projects. Therefore, 
communities depend on informal networks, technical assistance organizations and contracted 
engineers or grants experts to suggest funding sources and navigate the application process for 
their projects. These contractors typically rely on the same funding sources time and again to 
avoid the risk associated with applying to new funding programs. As a result, public funding 
options for small communities with minimal resources are severely limited, and the state as a 
whole suffers from this ineffective process that does not deliver the most appropriate package of 
funding to communities. In contrast, these communities take the opposite route from the 
communities that apply to multiple funders haphazardly to increase their chances for funds, but 
still neither approach yields a carefully crafted funding package with the most appropriate 
agencies involved.  
 
Funding agencies also report a lack of information to make informed decisions about 
which projects to prioritize for funding. Funding agencies have to make important decisions 
about how to best allocate their money from a state-wide perspective, which becomes difficult 
without accurate and accessible information about community needs and financing capability. 
Funders reported that there was no central information available letting them know the funding 
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status of projects they are co-funding and no comprehensive and transparent report of water and 
sewer rates paid by system users.  
 
Poor Planning 
Stakeholders in the funding process suggest that one of the most significant challenges to 
effectively funding water projects is reactionary planning at the local level. Communities too 
often respond to developers proposed projects by scrambling to secure public funds without 
adequately considering the long-term effects of building or extending water systems. 
Communities bear a portion of the responsibility for reactionary planning, but sometimes 
communities have little alternative under the current funding system in North Carolina.  
 
Funding for planning grants is on the decline because the Rural Centers planning money 
has dried up. The US Department of Agriculture and the Clean Water Management Trust Fund 
both have some money designated for planning, but this may not be sufficient to plan for future 
projects. Planners continually reported the critical importance of long-range capital improvement 
plans (CIPs) to the funding process. But planners went on to say that CIPs are typically deficient 
in planning for long-term infrastructure financing, especially for small communities. In general, 
a community should not receive construction funds for a water project that is ill-planned; 
however, many communities do not have the resources to plan sufficiently for sustainable water 
systems. Often, engineers or other contractors must assume the risk of project planning for small 
communities, only receiving their payment if the project is funded.  
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Not only does a lack of funds for planning compromise the quality of water systems, but 
also the process for planning. One planner said that funders often dont get what they pay for 
in relation to the quality of an infrastructure project. Planners said that planning for the continued 
operation and maintenance of a water system is crucial but often not adequate because funds are 
awarded before the permit issuers can comment on the projects. This quality control issue is less 
a problem with drinking water systems because water supply plans are required for them, but 
there are no similar plans required for wastewater or stormwater projects. But again, if plans 
were required for these, it would require additional funds to pay for the planning. One planner 
said that it is useless to require more planning if communities can not afford to do the planning 
properly.  
 
In addition to a lack of planning at the local level, stakeholders noted that long-term 
planning for water infrastructure does not take place at the state level at all. Stakeholders noted a 
lack of shared state goals or objectives for supplying future water infrastructure. This neglect of 
goals includes both financial planning and planning for water resources. Planners remarked that 
planning for water resources such as surface water and ground water does not connect with 
funding for water infrastructure projects. Particularly, water quality and water quantity control in 
river basins has not been linked properly to infrastructure funding to maintain sufficient water 
supply capacity and water quality.  
 
Equity Challenges: Fairness in the funding process and in fund allocation 
 A planner noted that there is a perception of inequity across the state because the funding 
process operates in an ad hoc fashion. In contrast, some planners who deal with multiple projects 
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each year defend the process, arguing that it distributes funds fairly to those communities that 
deserve or need it the most, based on the legislative requirements imposed on each funding 
agency. This debate reveals four separate but linked types of equity issues: regional equity, need-
based equity, deserved equity, and ability-to-pay.   
 
 Regional equity implies that funding agencies distribute available grant and loan money 
equally among each region of the state, however these regions are defined, and between urban 
and rural areas. One community representative verified that there is a perception of regional 
inequity when saying, Folks east of I-95 never get anything. Other interviewees mentioned that 
the previous Water Infrastructure Council failed because of regional equity issues, particularly 
with the mountain region feeling shortchanged. Still other stakeholders said the urban/rural 
distinction was more important and that unincorporated areas do not get funded but should have 
the opportunity for public funds.  
 
 Need-based equity allocates funds based on a communitys need for a project. Often, need 
is talked about in terms of severity or time. For example, how severe is the water quality and 
public health situation in a community without a new wastewater system and how long can the 
community continue without new or upgraded infrastructure? Need-based equity often conflicts 
directly with deserved equity.  
 
 Deserved equity implies that the individual communities most deserving of funds will 
receive them, regardless of the region in which they are located. Many planners advocated for 
deserved equity because it can reward communities with good planning and sustainable water 
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rates. Some communities that expend time and resources to conduct advanced planning and 
design sustainable rate structures are not rewarded because the communities that fail to plan 
usually demonstrate more acute needs. In other words, relying on demonstrated project need 
alone to determine a deserving community can invite a disincentive for communities to plan.  
 
 Ability-to-pay requires that funders allocate grants or loans based on factors that measure a 
communitys ability to pay for the project. These factors may include median average household 
income, community size, tax rate or average property valuation. The NC Department of 
Commerce has a document that ranks counties and municipalities based on their ability-to-pay, 
and uses population, per capita income and tax valuation to determine a communitys ability-to-
pay.7 While rewards for good planning and sustainable rates seem logical, one must remember 
that some communities do not have the financial means to pay for advanced planning and 
citizens may not be able to afford higher rates. 
 
 Should funds be allocated around the state based on regional equity, need-based equity, 
deserved equity, or ability-to-pay? North Carolina funding agencies have set requirements for 
allocating funds that cater to one type of equity or another. For instance, community 
representatives point out that the county tier system, maintained by the NC Commerce Finance 
Center8 and used by the Department of Commerce to determine distressed counties eligible for 
funds, labels individual communities based on their countys economic status. Financially 
distressed communities within wealthy counties then become ineligible for funds because of this 
regional label. These interviewees advocate for ability to pay factors such as high unit cost and 
                                                
7 NC Department of Commerce. Ability-to-pay document. Obtained from: 
http://www.ncdca.org/cdbg/communityrevital.asp 
8 NC Commerce Finance Center County Tier System: www.nccommerce.com/finance/tiers/2006tiers.asp 
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advocate for rewarding communities that plan well and have sustainable rates to support the 
long-term viability of water systems. Each of the three types of equity requires tradeoffs to 
allocate public funds for water infrastructure in a fair manner.  
 
COORDINATION MODELS 
Models of coordination from other states are presented from seven case studies along 
with North Carolina stakeholders preferences for model specifications. State-level funding 
coordination has the potential to address many of the challenges listed above but is not a 
panacea. The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency handbook for funding coordination lists six 
state benefits and six local community benefits expected from coordination, listed below:9  
 
Table 1: State and Community Benefits from Coordination 
State Benefits Community Benefits 
Improves agency communication Better access to information about funding options 
Provides a forum to discuss projects, match applicants with 
appropriate funding sources, and resolve conflicts between 
various funding program requirements 
Accelerates the application process 
 
Avoids duplication of work by agencies Increases likelihood of securing funding 
Reduces likelihood that applicants will switch to another 
funding source during the process 
Most appropriate funding packages created 
Improves ability to provide technical assistance Simplifies the application process 
Reduces administrative expenses Reduces resources used to locate sources of funding 
  
                                                
9 U.S. Environmental Protection Agency. (October 2003). Handbook on Coordinating Funding for Water and 
Wastewater Infrastructure: A Compilation of State Approaches. 
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Many of these benefits directly address the challenges outlined by stakeholders; however, 
the actual benefits will depend on how North Carolina decides to structure its coordination. The 
following state models demonstrate quite a bit of variation, but it is interesting to note that every 
case study state has a coordinating body that was initiated by a champion in that state. Typically, 
states had a lead agency and a lead individual within that agency that supported coordination and 
worked to put a coordinating body in place.  
 
Seven Case Studies of State Models 
Seven case studies follow: Arkansas, Colorado, Kentucky, Montana, New York, Ohio, 
and West Virginia. Each case illustrates a state coordination model, including its organizational 
structure, a description of the model, and information that members of the group share to 
facilitate coordination. They are arranged in order of their formality. The most formal model is 
presented first and the most informal model is shown last. The Kentucky model is an exception 
to this format because its focus is on a state-wide planning initiative, rather than a coordinating 
body. The Kentucky model is shown at the end. 
 
These selected models present a broad range of options for coordination. Each state 
model has some best practices that North Carolina can adopt to address challenges related to 
efficiency, effectiveness, and equity.  
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West Virginia 
West Virginia Infrastructure and Jobs Development Council 
 
Year of inception: 1994; it was initiated by a few key individuals from the Department of 
Environmental Protection who researched national models. A bill was pushed by Bob Kiss, the 
speaker of the house at the time in West Virginia, to statutorily establish the council. 
Formality: The council has formal, statutory authority. No funding agency can issue funds 
without a clearinghouse letter from the Council, except USDA.  
Meetings: Monthly; these are open to the public and communities sometimes attend.  
Membership: West Virginia has 6 agencies mandated to attend, 4 public members mandated to 
attend, 3 mandated invitees representing federal agencies and 8 non-voting advisory members, 
for a total of 21 regular participants. The four public members are citizens/experts appointed by 
the governor, and these often include a banker, an engineer, and a lawyer, and have included an 
ex -USDA employee from the four geographic regions of the state. These members make the big 
decisions and help take the politics out of the process. One of these is the council chair and has 
typically run the meetings. 
Committees/Sub-committees: The council has five standing committees, one of which is 
optional and rarely used. These include a water technical committee, sewer technical committee, 
technical review committee, funding committee and optional consolidation committee. The 
purpose of the consolidation committee is to oversee projects that propose to consolidate water 
or sewer facilities. Most of the work gets done in committees. The Public Service Commission 
has a member on all of the committees. 
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Staff: The council has two in-house staff members and also uses staff from other agencies to do 
much of their work in exchange for free engineering reports, grant money, etc.  
Budget: The council works on a budget of <400K/yr. The legislature originally allocated the 
council $300 million, and it receives up to $40 million per year from the lottery fund, which goes 
directly to infrastructure projects.  
 
Description: 
Any community in West Virginia seeking public infrastructure funding must go through 
the infrastructure council. Funding agencies are statutorily required to attend coordination 
meetings and work together. One funding agency reported that the council saved the agency time 
and money by providing beneficial staff such as engineers and attorneys to do the expert work 
for them. The council members provide technical comments and feedback for the applications. 
As such, the agency can avoid hiring or contracting their own experts to review project 
applications.  
Engineering firms or regional councils typically put together applications for 
communities. As illustrated in the following flow chart, applications go to the council, which 
passes them to either the water or sewer technical committee, which then passes them along to a 
group of reviewers who have 10 days to review and then return the applications to the technical 
committee with a memo. The technical committees then pass the application to the funding 
committee, which meets on a Tuesday to identify information gaps. It meets again on the same 
Friday, and the missing information is collected that week. On Friday, the funding committee 
makes its determination and sends the application along to the full council. At the council 
meeting, the technical committee and funding committee make short presentations of their 
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recommendations. The council will make a decision about the technical and funding feasibility 
of the project and then draft a clearinghouse letter to the applicants and funders stating which 
agencies are expected to fund the project. By this final council meeting, there is very little 
discussion about the projects, members vote quickly on each one to pass it through.  Funders 
have individual prioritization criteria, which they operationalize so they can assign points and 
rank the applications. When one partnering funder has an application ranked highly and another 
has it ranked low, the project is not funded or the funders do a like funds swap.  
After the council approves a project, then it goes to the Public Services Commission for 
approval. Assuming the commission approves the project, public notice is given and public 
comment is taken. If there is a public protest, then there is a required hearing and the process 
takes an additional 270 days. If there is no public protest, then the process only takes an 
additional 180 days. The council has facilitated many co-funded projects and has been able to 
fund more than 500 water and wastewater projects from 1996 to 200510. 
 
Shared Information 
1.) Central Information Database  this is updated by the council staff. 
2.) Joint application  this is useful to make initial decisions about projects but funding 
agencies often require supplemental information. Engineers and regional councils 
usually put together the applications for communities. 
3.) Summary of eligibility criteria   
4.) Joint engineering report  
                                                
10 West Virginia Infrastructure & Jobs Development Council. (2005). Public Water Systems & Public Wastewater 
Systems: Inventory and Needs Assessment Report. Charleston, WV.  
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5.) Needs assessment - The council takes needs assessments from around the state and 
consolidates them. This is an open process that accepts needs information from any 
community/organization. Rural Water has a one page form that requests communities 
to enter information regarding their needs. The council compiles these and creates a 
report every three years. 
 
Chart 1: West Virginia Infrastructure Council Organizational Structure 
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Arkansas 
Water/Wastewater Advisory Committee (WWAC) 
Year of inception: 1992; it was initiated by request from the funding agencies.  
Formality: Formal; the governor issued a proclamation that communities can not receive public 
funding without first going through the committee. 
Meetings: Monthly; communities are allowed to attend but usually do not. 
Membership: Six members, including only three funding agencies, because Arkansas recently 
consolidated their eight state funding programs into one agency: The Arkansas Natural 
Resources Commission. The committee also has federal (USDA) and non-profit funders 
(Community Resource Group). In addition, the committee includes two regulatory agencies: The 
Arkansas Department of Environmental Quality and the Arkansas Department of Health. 
Committees/Sub-committees: Before consolidation of the funding agencies, the group had two 
committees, one for water and one for wastewater. Now it has no committees. 
Staff: There is no in-house staff. The Arkansas Natural Resources Commission provides staff 
and hosts meetings. 
Budget: Few resources are needed to make this small group work. 
Promotion/Outreach: The committee educates consulting engineers. 
 
Description: 
The Arkansas Advisory Committee has authority from the governor to review a 
preliminary application and engineering report from all communities before they submit a final 
application for public funding. The committee reviews this pre-application package and the 
regulatory agencies make comments on it before sending a recommendation back to the 
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community. The committee recommends a list of funding options, but the community can make 
its own choice. This model allows regulatory agencies to talk with funders about problems with 
potential projects and about recurring problems with particular types of water projects.  
The model creates an additional step in the funding process, but it also provides engineers 
and communities with more security in receiving funds. The model was enacted for the purpose 
of preventing communities from submitting applications to multiple funding agencies to see the 
best deal they could get, sometimes without intending to follow through. The committee has 
mitigated this problem considerably and benefited the funding agencies by minimizing this type 
of negative competition for funding. Consolidating all of the state funding programs under one 
agency has also helped Arkansas facilitate a more simplified, coordinated funding process.  
 
Shared Information 
1) Central Information Database  The committee has a database of all the projects it has ever 
reviewed. It is updated once a month after the meeting. An entry is made when the 
engineering report comes in and then it sits until the committee meets and it is updated 
again after the meeting. This process records a history of communities that submitted 
projects. 
2) Preliminary joint application / engineering report - Cities are required to hire a consulting 
engineer, and the consulting engineers usually draft the preliminary engineering report 
and fill out the application. Only a few large cities have their own engineers. Often, 
consulting engineers are expected to absorb the costs until the projects are funded. This 
pre-application package is reviewed by the committee and it makes recommendations 
about which funding programs a community should use.  
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New York 
Water and Sewer Infrastructure Co-Funding Initiative 
 
Year of inception: 2001; at this time, a memorandum of understanding (MOU) between funding 
agencies was initiated by the Environmental Facilities Corporation and took nine months to put 
in place 
Formality: Formal; the MOU was signed to formalize what had been happening informally. 
Meetings: The initiative meets monthly to discuss projects and bi-monthly for other business; 
meetings to discuss projects may take up to 1.5 hours and are conducted by conference call to 
avoid scheduling conflicts. 
Membership: There are 6 members, all of which are funding agencies. Other organizations sit in 
on the initiatives meetings on an ad-hoc basis. 
Committees/Sub-committees: The initiative has two committees: a project review committee 
and a steering committee. Most funding coordination gets done in the project review committee, 
which includes all of the funding agencies. In practice, this committee has evolved to actually 
make decisions about project funding through cooperative efforts. The steering committee meets 
bi-monthly in person and sets goals and objectives for outreach, marketing and promotion for the 
initiative. It plans workshops, project consultations and giving presentations at conferences 
throughout New York. 
Staff: The initiative has elected not to hire any full-time staff positions. The Environmental 
Facilities Corporation handles the administrative functions. 
Budget: Administration by the Environmental Facilities Corporation is paid for with money 
from the state revolving fund program, and the agencies each provide a percentage of the funding 
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for workshops and other expenses incurred. This money comes primarily from their appropriated 
funds for water infrastructure projects. 
Promotion/Outreach: The initiative advertises extensively to communities so they can use the 
Co-Funding Initiative directly. Agencies hold workshops around the state on how to piece 
together competitive projects and other tips for successful funding. Additionally, last year, they 
held 65 one-half hour project consultations with communities. Nearly every funding agency and 
regional agency representatives were present at each consultation to instruct communities on 
their funding options and the funding process. 
 
Description: 
The Co-Funding Initiatives memorandum of understanding does not negate the authority 
or autonomy of participating funding agencies. Individual funding agencies continue to make 
decisions for which projects they will fund and how much they will contribute to each one. 
Federal agencies have no obligation to participate, but USDA Rural Developments state 
representative has nonetheless signed the MOU and fully cooperated with the agreement. 
Agencies agreed to meet regularly, share information, jointly finance whenever possible, 
minimize applicants duplicated efforts, and cooperate to meet objectives outlined in the MOU.  
The Co-Funding Initiative was established primarily for assisting jointly-funded projects. 
All communities are not required to directly use its services; however, the initiatives agencies 
ultimately work with every community that uses co-funding. This is accomplished by the 
agencies sharing applicant information up front through communication and a centralized 
database.  
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New York has an alternative for addressing the county tier problem faced in North 
Carolina. If a town within a county in New York has an average household income below 80% 
of the county average, then that town is eligible for community development block grant funds. 
This mechanism works well to target low-income pockets within a county.   
 
Shared Information 
1.) Central Information Database  It is currently underused by the initiative but has the 
potential to help agencies make more informed funding decisions. The database has 
fields such as median household income for determining a communitys ability to pay. 
The Environmental Facilities Corporation updates the database as often as possible but 
updating it daily could become a full-time job. The corporation collects information 
funding agencies by making phone calls and receiving carbon-copy e-mails about 
projects. For example, it receives information from all of USDAs preliminary eligibility 
determinations because USDA is typically the lead agency for wastewater projects. For 
drinking water, the corporation must exert more effort to track down new projects and 
project updates from multiple agencies. Few, if any, co-funded projects fall through the 
cracks using this database. A next logical step for this database is to begin tracking the 
money that is paid down for individual projects.  
2.) Co-funding Questionnaire  New York has considered a joint application but as of now has 
not developed one. However, it does have a co-funding questionnaire that communities 
directly using the initiatives services fill out. The information from this questionnaire is 
imported into the centralized database and presented to the funding agencies. The 
questionnaire is used infrequently by communities. 
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3.) Eligibility Self-Assessment Tool  A website application which communities can use to 
determine which funding programs their project qualifies to pursue. This provides 
communities with an elementary glimpse at their options for public funding. 
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Montana 
Water, Wastewater and Solid Waste Action Coordinating Team (W2ASACT) 
 
Year of inception: 1982; it was initiated by a local government services employee. Members 
met on an ad hoc basis during the first decade until the state revolving funds were nationally 
initiated and it became advantageous to meet regularly.  
Formality: There is an informal agreement for all funding agencies to participate. 
Meetings: Bi-monthly; there is a rotating chair that switches every two years between three 
agencies. 
Membership: There are 60 members listed on the membership role but only about 20 come to 
all of the meetings. There is a mix of funding agencies and technical assistance providers. There 
are 8 key funding agencies involved, including USDA. The regulatory agency (environmental 
permitter) is a member to inform funders of rule changes and to keep informed aobut projects, 
but they attend infrequently. 
Committees/Sub-committees: Nine standing committees with sub-committees as needed. Some 
committees are more active than others. The uniform applications committee and the 
environmental committee are the most used. Other committees include: workshops, standard 
documents, video, internet website, accounting technical assistance, meeting with tribal interests, 
and summer picnic.  
Staff: There is no in-house staff; the staff is largely provided by the agency that currently has 
chairmanship of W2ASACT.  
Budget: Money is collected from agencies as needed. 
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Promotion/Outreach: There are spring and fall workshops for communities. It also offers 
outreach through conferences such as the Rural Water conference.  
Description: 
All communities in the state using public funding go through the coordinating body, 
whether they realize it or not. There is an informal agreement among all of the funding agencies 
that they will bring every project application to the coordinating table for review. The agencies 
all participate because they benefit. The funding agencies and others involved all agree to use the 
uniform applications and standards developed by their committees to facilitate coordination. 
Regulatory agencies also use these joint documents to comment on projects before funding is 
committed to them to ensure that the project will be structurally and operationally sustainable. 
Each agency will rate a potential project based on their agency criteria and then bring their 
priority projects to the meeting. As a side note, W2ASACT has encouraged agencies to award 
more priority points for projects that regionalize utilities. Members then get together to see how 
each agencys ranking affects other agencies ability to fund. Then they decide if the project 
should be scaled back, co-funded, etc. Nearly every project coming through this group is co-
funded. Funding decisions take half a year on average (three W2ASACT meetings). Since 
Montanas coordinating body operates informally, its success is dependent on the agreement and 
participation of each funding agency. The group must closely watch to make sure that each 
agency continues coming to the meetings.  
 
Shared Information 
Summary of eligibility criteria  It is listed on their webpage. 
Statewide rates assessments  These are done every few years and paid for by all the agencies.  
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Central Information Database  An employee in the Department of Commerce updates this. He 
gets the information from all the agencies and updates the database before every meeting. 
He has to individually contact other funding agencies to get this information. The 
projects really do not change that much from month to month, so the work required is 
usually minimal once a template is created. 
Joint application  This is a single application used by all funding agencies. Agencies expect a 
community to provide this application to any agency if they want funding assistance. It 
includes financial, technical and environmental feasibility, managerial project 
administration, rates, and project alternatives. There is a supplemental application for 
most of the funders. Except for the state revolving fund program, all agencies will accept 
the uniform application as the stand alone. In the past, each funding agency would ask 
for the same basic information but in different ways. They agreed to ask for the same 
information the same way and accept it the same way. Communities now photocopy the 
uniform application and then add the supplemental before any decisions are made about 
who will fund which project. 
Uniform budget and invoice sheets  These are used to track expenditures by communities on 
co-funded projects to avoid confusion and increase transparency. They allow each funder 
to see whose funds are paying for what. If a community has a better organized form, then 
W2ASACT will use that.  
Standard General Conditions of the Construction Contract  This document was prepared by the 
engineers joint contract documents committee and published jointly by the ACEC, 
National Society of Professional Engineers, and the ASCE. It contains Supplemental 
Special Provisions for Montana Public Facilities Project. 
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Colorado 
Colorado Water and Sewer Funding Coordination Committee 
 
Year of inception: 1980; there was an informal letter of agreement between 3 funding agencies 
that initiated the coordination. 
Formality: Informal. 
Meetings: It meets bi-monthly and quarterly prior to 2001. 
Membership: Usually between 6 and 10 members attend the meetings, sometimes as many as 
15. Six of these are funding agencies, and the USDA is included. Some advisory members 
include the Colorado Rural Water Association, Colorado Municipal League and Colorado 
Contractors Incorporated. 
Committees/Sub-committees: None. 
Staff: There is no in-house staff; the committee is staffed by the Colorado Department of Local 
Affairs, which administers the CDBG and state revolving fund programs for Colorado.  
Budget: None; it requires minimal staff time. No minutes are taken at the meetings. 
Promotion/Outreach: The committee holds lunch meetings with engineering firms and gives a 
presentation at Colorado rural annual water convention each year.  
 
Description: 
The Colorado coordinating body is not that widely used. It targets communities having 
difficulty and is only used for a select number of projects. It is more of a resource for funding 
program managers than for communities. Funding agencies and other members meet regularly to 
discuss projects and make informal recommendations to individual funding agencies. These 
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agencies maintain their autonomy and discretion for choosing which projects they will fund. 
Members consider their coordinating body successful even though it does not attempt to include 
all communities. It was established more for the benefit of the funding agencies to communicate 
with one another and better use their resources.  
 
Shared Information 
Central Information Database  This is called the project tracking list. It shows projects listed 
with possible funding programs and specific agencies and staff members that will follow 
up on the project. The committee reviews a project application and then decides whether 
or not to put it on the list. This database is updated after every coordination meeting. 
Joint initial application  This is called the preliminary funding request form. It is a one-page 
document that is used inconsistently. Funding agencies can pretty well tell from this 
document if they want to put a project on their list of projects that will receive 
coordination services. 
Summary of eligibility criteria  This lists all of the funding programs and their requirement for 
applicants.  
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Ohio 
Small Communities Environmental Infrastructure Group (SCEIG) 
 
Year of inception: 1990; It was initiated informally by a few people who took the initiative to 
meet regularly.  
Formality: Informal; individual agencies retain their autonomy in making decisions about 
funding for communities. 
Meetings: Quarterly. 
Membership: The Group has about 30 members with 10 that are regularly active. USDA 
actively participates. 
Committees/Sub-committees: There are three standing committees also called workgroups. 
This is where most of the work gets done. Committees and workgroups include financing, 
curriculum, technology transfer and Appalachian environmental infrastructure strategy.  
Staff: The group has no in-house staff. It is instead staffed by part-time work from the Ohio 
Water Development Authority. 
Budget: None. 
Promotion/Outreach: The group primarily uses word of mouth, but workshops are held in 
partnership with the Rural Community Assistance Partnership. 
 
Description: 
Communities initiate contact with the group for assistance with their infrastructure 
projects. Ohio reports that there has been gradual decline in the number of communities 
participating in the groups services. When projects do come to the group, most of the funding 
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work is done in the financing committee. From 1992 to 1996, about 70% of the projects that 
came through the financing committee were built. After working together since 1990, the 
funding agencies have become familiar with one anothers requirements and are able to speak for 
each other if there is a funding agency absent from a quarterly meeting. Ohios coordinating 
body does not report that politics are a problem in deciding about funding packages for 
communities.  
 
Shared Information 
Summary of eligibility criteria  This lists all of the funding programs and their requirement for 
applicants.  
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Kentucky 
Water Resource Information System, Regional Water Management Planning Councils, and 
Funding Round Table 
 
Kentucky has a coordinating body called the Funding Round Table, which is in its infant 
stages. Its members meet informally at this point to discuss how the round table will function in 
the future. The funding round table is the last critical element needed in a three-component 
system for methodically planning and funding water infrastructure in Kentucky. This was part of 
the governors initiative in 2000 for all citizens to have access to clean water by 2020.This 
system was initiated by Roger Recktenwald, a champion at the Kentucky Infrastructure 
Authority. 
 
The first component was to develop an elaborate central information system of existing 
and needed infrastructure projects called the water resource information system (WRIS). The 
second component was to establish regional water management planning councils to facilitate 
planning and funding for community infrastructure projects, and the third component was to 
coordinate public funding for these projects through the funding round table. The first two 
components were effectively established in 2000, but have since met political resistance on the 
funding side. The information and planning systems were intended to guide infrastructure 
funding but in practice were not linked to informed funding decisions. The funding round table is 
intended to fill this gap by fully integrating planning with funding decisions.  
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Kentucky provides a model for regional planning for water infrastructure. The process is 
outlined below: 
1) Area Water Management Councils rank projects  
a) Projects must be approved and then get a project profile 
b) Council includes mayors, water system managers (all systems represented), judge 
executives 
c) Councils established by state statute  
d) Councils similar to county jurisdictions 
2) Projects ranked regionally by the regional water management planning council (affiliated 
with their 15 area development districts (ADDs) but not all are the same) ADDs house the 
councils but they also do a number of other services.   
a) The regional management councils provide technical assistance and help put together 
funding packages for communities. They have grants writers and other technical 
assistants. It is like a one-stop shop.  
b) There is a new ranking system with a standardized point system for criteria consistent 
across the state 
i) This system was developed by the Infrastructure Authority and the Division of Water 
Quality (regulatory body) in cooperation with the regional management councils 
ii) Point system only applies to 0-2 projects  projects that are ready to construct 
within two years 
3) Projects are electronically submitted from the regional management councils to the KY 
Infrastructure Authority 
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a) The KY Infrastructure Authority contracts with the regional management councils to 
provide two services: 
i) Coordinating personnel to organize meetings where projects are approved and given a 
project profile and number  
ii) Uploading the data into a GIS system , including project profiles 
4) Projects are put into the water resource information system (WRIS) 
a) This is officially updated quarterly but often done as soon as the project status changes 
5) The projects are approved by the Division of Water Quality and other necessary departments  
6) Funding agencies are automatically notified about the projects 
7) KY legislature uses information to award grant funds 
a) All the KY grants currently come through the legislature 
8) In the future, the funding round table will use WRIS to create loan packages for communities 
  In the past, infrastructure planning and database creation was paid for by bond repayment 
money. The Kentucky Infrastructure Authority has a state revolving loan fund for infrastructure 
created by a state bond. The authority made loans with the bond money and then used proceeds 
from communities loan repayments to fund planning instead of lending more money. Money has 
also been used from repayment of loans from Kentuckys Fund B. Finally, for the first time in 
2006 planning was paid for with money from the state general fund. 2006 planning cost 
estimates are between $1 and 2 million. 
 
Shared Information 
1.) Water Resources Information System (WRIS) 
2.) Standardized Criteria for Prioritizing Projects 
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Analysis of State Coordination Models 
The state models in table 2 below illustrate how coordinating models can range from 
formal to informal. The most formal models have legislative or other state authority that 
mandates that the group meet regularly to conduct coordination business and that communities 
participate in the coordination process. The most informal models consist of a group of funders 
and other organizations that meets to discuss projects and consider funding options for them. 
 
Table 2: Formal and Informal State Coordination Models11 
Formal Informal 
West Virginia Arkansas New York Montana Colorado Ohio 
 
Colorado and Ohio, have allowed funding agencies and other participating members to 
become more familiar with one anothers funding program requirements but tend to have very 
little participation from communities. On the formal end, Arkansass governor issued a 
proclamation that a community can not get money without going through the state coordinating 
body; however, once a community gets a recommendation from the body, it is free to follow that 
recommendation or apply to whichever funding program it wishes. In contrast, West Virginia 
statutorily requires community participation in its coordination process and binds communities to 
its recommendations for funding packages. The West Virginia coordinating body is required to 
make actual decisions for community funding, while Montana and New York effectively 
function the same way but do not advertise it as such. The funders in these two states have 
worked together for so long prioritizing projects that they essentially decide which agencies will 
                                                
11 Kentucky is not listed in the tables above because it does not have a working coordinating body but rather a 
model for state-wide water infrastructure planning.  
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fund which projects. New York funding agencies operate under a less formal memorandum of 
understanding but still have participation from nearly every community that uses co-funding. 
Similarly, Montana coordinates with informal agreements but garners full participation among its 
communities. Mixed models of coordination can be just as effective as formal models, with 
respect to the amount of community participation. 
 
  As mentioned, the NC State Water Infrastructure Commission has a legislative purpose 
similar to that of a study commission charged to investigate the best way for North Carolina to 
move forward with regard to coordinated water infrastructure funding. If the commission 
recommends changing the funding process, then interviewees suggest that it will need to 
establish a clear future mission. A number of options exist for organizing the commission and 
choosing which services it should provide. North Carolina interviewees were asked to consider 
different levels of formality for a potential statewide coordination process.  They were shown the 
following two scenarios from other states and asked Which scenario do you think would best 
accomplish [the states] objective to maximize the use of current funding resources? Please 
describe your reasons why or discuss a middle ground that would be preferable. 
 
I.) Formal Directive Role  
The Commission or a similar organization has the power to pool all applications and 
disburse grant and/or loan money according to a State triage system based on criteria 
such as needs, project feasibility, regional benefits, etc.?  
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II.) Informal Coordination Role  
The Commission facilitates informal discussion and coordination between and among the 
funders, applicants, and other stakeholders.  
 
   These scenarios showed interviewees two opposite examples of coordination models to 
elicit their opinion about a model that would be preferable for North Carolina. Here, the formal 
model is equated with a powerful body that makes decisions about whether to fund actual 
projects, but a formal model could also be defined as one that is statutorily imposed or has 
formal memorandums of understanding between member organizations but does not make 
funding decisions on behalf of the individual funding agencies.  
 
This question was posed to funders and planners. Most respondents were skeptical about 
a formal coordinated model because of the potential politics and bureaucracy involved in 
centralized decision-making and the challenge in overcoming varying requirements of funding 
programs. Respondents were also concerned about adding another layer of bureaucracy to the 
process through centralized decision-making. Nearly every stakeholder felt strongly that politics 
would compromise the Commissions decisions, and 69% of interviewees felt that the 
commission should not even make recommendations to funding agencies. Many funders and 
planners suggested that the commission should instead focus on financial planning. Interview 
and focus group respondents generally felt more comfortable with the concept of coordinating 
than with directing. Every funder favored the informal model for the near future, while a few 
planners liked the more formal approach. Some stakeholders suggested that North Carolina 
already had a degree of informal coordination that could be improved and transitioned into a 
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more formal approach. One funder agreeing with this gradual approach said that agencies will 
first need to build trust and understanding before moving to a more formal model. 
Interviewees responses to this question are catalogued in Appendix 2.  
 
The following bullets summarize how other state coordination models are organized and 
what services they provide. Each bullet also offers the preferences of North Carolina 
stakeholders for how to structure each of the elements.   
 
Members / Participants 
o The number of agencies involved varies from less than five to greater than twenty actively 
participating organizations, including regulatory agencies, technical assistance providers, and 
other planners. Arkansas and New York involve only funding agencies, while other states 
have advisory members. Two states have a number of inactive members that serve in an 
advisory role and keep up to date with the bodys work. Montana has 60 members but only 
20 are active, and Ohio has a large informal group of 30 advisory members, of which only 10 
- 15 are regularly participating members. West Virginia has 6 agencies mandated to attend, 4 
public members mandated to attend, 3 mandated invitees representing federal agencies and 8 
non-voting advisory members, for a total of 21 regular participants. Furthermore, case study 
states with informal to formal models reported few to no problems coordinating with federal 
funders, a concern of North Carolina stakeholders. 
! NC stakeholders have a wide range of preferences for the size and makeup of a 
commission but all share a common concern for keeping politics out of the process. 
The majority of interviewees favor appointments to a commission that denote 
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specific organizations with expertise, rather than general or open appointments 
made by the state. Many felt the commission was weighted in favor of particular 
interests and that the size of the group was too small if the group were to make 
important decisions about which projects to fund.  On the other hand, interviewees 
admonished that too large of a group would also be detrimental to the groups 
efforts. They offered wide ranging and insightful suggestions for additional 
organizations that should serve on such a commission in either a formal or advisory 
capacity (see Appendix 3). Interviewees were shown a list of the thirteen current 
appointments to the Commission and asked to comment on the make-up of it, with 
suggestions for additions or deletions. This list of suggestions is broken down by 
stakeholder categories: funders, planners and communities. Interviewee suggestions 
included organizations such as the U.S. Department of Agriculture, technical 
assistance providers such as the American Water Works Association  Water 
Environment Association and the Rural Water Association, and that the DENR 
appointment be split into two positions filled by experts  one for water and one for 
wastewater. There was a concern that legislative liaisons would fill the open 
Commission positions, instead of experts. 
 
Committees 
o Most states examined have committees. These range from 2 in New York to 9 in Montana. 
The committees differ in scope and purpose. New York has only the essentials - a Project 
Review Committee that handles project funding and a broader Steering Committee that sets 
goals and guides the coordinating body. In contrast, Montana has a variety of committees, 
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including separate committees dedicated to organizing an annual summer picnic and 
another for creating videos about their initiative. Ohios body has four committees or 
workgroups. West Virginias Infrastructure Council has four full-time committees and a 
fifth committee used on an as-needed basis. Most of the coordination work in these states 
gets done by committees, and their quarterly or monthly meetings primarily report the 
committees progress.  
! Nearly all North Carolina interviewees asked about organizational structure favored 
having committees, and one planner even suggested four committees: finance, 
water, sewer, and stormwater in Appendix 4. 
 
Staff 
o In general, little in-house or other staff time is devoted to coordination efforts. Most states 
do not have staff dedicated to administering coordination but use the staff of existing 
agencies. Staff is provided for Ohios Small Communities Environmental Infrastructure 
Group (SCEIG) by the Ohio Water Development Authority, which has a staff person with 
flexibility and time to devote to organizing their group. West Virginia is the only state with 
in-house staff. West Virginia has two formal staff members with an annual budget of 
$400,000, in addition to using staff from other agencies in exchange for services such as 
organization, engineering reports, and grant money provided by the coordinating body. 
! Most North Carolina stakeholders said that the Commission would need its own 
staff; although, many expressed concern about operational efficiency. They do not 
want the Commission to use financial resources inefficiently that could be spent 
funding water projects. Some advised that the group not duplicate the expertise that 
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can be found in existing agencies such as DENR. But interviewees also admit that 
the staff at DENR is already overstretched to complete its current work. Some 
suggested that the Legislative Services Commission may be available to provide 
staffing for the group. One funder in North Carolina advocated for minimal staff 
with primary reliance on existing agencies to prevent creating another large 
bureaucratic structure. Stakeholder responses to an interview question about staff 
can be found in Appendix 4 as well. 
 
Meetings 
o Regularly scheduled meetings assist in consistent coordination. Most state coordinating 
bodies meet monthly or quarterly, but conflicting schedules and travel time can make 
meetings difficult. New York uses conference calls for a portion of its meetings to 
ameliorate scheduling and travel problems.  
 
Measuring Success 
o There are no real measures or definitions for the success of state models, except in West 
Virginia, which keeps annual statistics of money spent on projects, projects completed and 
customers served.  
! One interviewee described the need for a concrete definition of success by asking, 
How will North Carolina know if it has gotten there if it doesnt know where it is 
going?  
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Services Provided 
o States provide a wide variety of services including: updated central information; a 
summary of state-wide eligibility requirements, joint documents; compilation of local 
needs studies; informational conferences and workshops; criteria for creating a list of 
prioritized projects, and directly providing funds for infrastructure projects. Some form of 
central information about projects has aided in coordination by providing coordinating 
bodies with a means to track the progress of projects and prioritize which ones to fund. 
Particularly, New York has used shared information among funders to keep track of every 
co-funded project that comes through the pipeline and coordinate funding for it. 
A number of states share joint documents such as joint applications, engineering 
reports or environmental reviews, but none more than Montana. Montana has all three of 
these joint documents and utilizes them as a means to filter every community seeking 
public funding through its coordinating body. Each agency agrees to submit the joint 
documents to all project applicants and then bring the documents to the entire coordinating 
group for review. Joint documents are initially difficult to develop because of differing 
agency criteria, but they have aided the funding process in Montana and other states. 
! North Carolina stakeholders were asked to consider a list of eleven possible state-
level funding and coordination services that could be provided at some point in the 
future. These services are listed below: 
a. Compiling a single statewide database of community water and sewer 
needs 
b. Compiling a statewide summary of funder eligibility requirements  
c. Long-term planning (state level) 
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d. Actively promote regionalization of utilities  
e. Planning assistance for communities 
f. Maintain updated and accessible central information indicating which 
communities have secured funding, which ones are currently applying to 
specific funders, and how much funding each agency has available for the 
current funding cycle 
g. Hold informational conferences, workshops or fairs      
h. Develop a single application for funding from multiple funders 
i. Sell debt 
j. Work with existing funders to leverage their funds (i.e. Bonds backed by 
existing appropriations) 
k. Make recommendations to funders about which communities should 
receive funding and when they should receive it 
 
! Appendix 5 shows the preferences of stakeholders for each of these services. A 
majority of stakeholders agreed or strongly agreed to the provision of all the services 
listed, except for two - selling debt and making recommendations to funders about 
which communities should receive funding and when they should receive it. Many of 
the interviewees qualified their responses by saying that the Commission must have 
good information and a good process for any of these services to be desirable. 
Appendix 6 includes stakeholder comments about these services, including which 
ones might be difficult to implement and other services that should be provided. 
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RECOMMENDATIONS 
Most of the North Carolina stakeholders interviewed think that state-level funding 
coordination will benefit the state. There are a number of best practices that North Carolina can 
adopt from other state models and from suggestions of stakeholders involved in the process. 
These best practices are in addition to basic funding coordination and address specific challenges 
identified by stakeholders earlier in this report. 
 
Efficiency 
Basic coordination and these more specific recommendations should help resolve efficiency 
challenges such as wasted resources and inefficient use of funds noted by stakeholders.  
 
o Develop a joint initial application. A joint pre-application could be useful for North 
Carolina for the purpose of making coordination meetings more efficient and productive. 
Just over half (52%) of interviewees agree or strongly agree that a single application 
would be beneficial, so a larger percentage might support a less binding pre-application. 
A uniform application would provide relief to communities that requested uniform 
standards for information required by more than one funding agency. 
 Those skeptical about the idea are worried about the feasibility of consolidating 
conflicting eligibility criteria and adding another layer of bureaucracy to the process. 
They say such an attempt in North Carolina is destined to fail because there would be 
pages of exceptions for individual programs. Others point to successful examples of joint 
applications already in North Carolina such as the Region 4 Council of Governments, 
which has a joint application for water quality grant funding. A successful joint 
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application in West Virginia is basic but inclusive enough for all funding agencies to 
make an initial determination about the project before requesting more program-specific 
information from the applicant. Montana has the most comprehensive examples of joint 
documents and even has a committee devoted solely to developing uniform documents.  
o  Develop a joint environmental review and coordinate the environmental permitting 
process with the funding process to address the challenge of expiring funds. Communities 
reported extreme delays in the environmental assessment and impact statements that 
caused their funding to lapse before project construction could begin. An environmental 
review form shared by all funding agencies may offer a way to speed up the review 
process through uniformity. Montana has an example of joint environmental review 
forms used by all of their funding agencies, including federal funding agencies. In 
Montana, the uniform documents allow the permit regulators to comment on the 
applications before funding agencies make decisions. 
o Coordinate the environmental permitting process with the funding process. Arkansas 
involves regulatory organizations at an early stage in the funding process to avoid later 
problems with infrastructure quality. It was not recommended by stakeholders that these 
two processes be totally consolidated in North Carolina because of the time deadlines for 
each process but that communication take place.  
o Develop uniform documents to account for awarded funds on co-funded projects. To 
keep track of awarded funds, Montana has established a Uniform Invoice Tracking 
Spreadsheet and a Uniform Status of Funds Spreadsheet that communities fill out and 
submit to the funding agencies. Although, if a community has a better system for 
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accounting than this sheet, the funding agencies agree to allow the community to use it 
instead.  
o Promote regionalization of utilities in a responsible way. Many interviewees (61%) agree 
or strongly agree that regionalization of utilities should be promoted from a state level. 
They feel it is an efficient solution for funders to disburse limited funds for the greatest 
impact, if it is used in appropriate situations. Regionalization consolidates two or more 
small water systems into one larger system that provides economies of scale for 
construction and operation and maintenance costs.  
  One community leader was involved in a project with three other entities and this 
interviewee testified that regionalization made the project financially possible, saying he 
or she was not sure the locals could have pulled this [project] off themselves. However, 
some contract engineers are reportedly reluctant to promote regionalization of utilities 
because the principle runs against their business interests to provide as many individual 
systems as possible.  
  Planners warned that if regionalization of utilities is actively promoted by the 
State, there must be protections put in place for small communities to guard against 
unforeseen rate increases. Once a small community interconnects its water system, it 
often loses control of setting its own rates. One policy suggested was for member 
communities to draft a formal agreement stating that rates can not increase more than X 
percent per year. Aside from this pitfall, it seems that North Carolina stakeholders think 
that regionalization of utilities can enhance efficiency, if used in the correct instances.  
o Create an exhaustive summary of funder eligibility requirements that includes available 
amounts of funds for each funding program and educate funding agencies and 
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communities about these. Understanding different funding agency missions and 
requirements will help funders and communities create more efficient funding packages. 
Many states use similar shared information. 
o Set state-wide goals and objectives for funding water infrastructure based on water 
infrastructure needs throughout the state. This will assist in a more inefficient and 
deliberate use of grant and loan funds by all funding agencies. With specific goals and 
objective, funders might prioritize grant funding for one type of project over another 
because of statewide needs. For instance, the Rural Centers Water 2030 report expects 
that the need for water projects will surpass the need for sewer projects during the next 
twenty years.12 Would it make sense for funding agencies to cooperate and devote more 
resources to water infrastructure in the future? This strategic approach could help North 
Carolina spend its limited resources prudently. 
 
Effectiveness 
State models and stakeholder suggestions offer solutions for effectiveness challenges as well. 
The effectiveness challenges noted by stakeholders were limited communication and 
coordination, a lack of clear, accessible information, and poor planning at the local and state 
levels. Most states reported that by simply working together, they became familiar with one 
anothers funding eligibility requirements and funding processes. Basic coordination should help 
to increase communication and cooperation among funding agencies and increase funder 
referrals to one another. In Arkansas, coordination has provided communities and consulting 
engineers more security and predictability in receiving funds. More specific recommendations 
for North Carolina are:  
                                                
12 North Carolina Rural Economic Development Center, (February 2006), Water 2030. 
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o Include federal funding agencies in any efforts to coordinate, as they have a significant 
amount of funds to contribute and can make the coordination process more effective. 
States with informal as well as formal models reported few to no problems coordinating 
with federal funders such as the U.S. Department of Agriculture and the Appalachian 
Regional Commission. They declared that the state representatives of federal agencies 
had fully cooperated in the funding coordination efforts, even though they were not 
legally bound to participate in a state-run organization. USDA participates in a 
memorandum of understanding with other state funding agencies in New York. In 
Montana, USDA fully cooperates under an informal agreement, and in West Virginia, 
USDA holds a seat at the table and actively participates with the coordinated funding 
body. 
o Develop a database of central information using existing data resources such as needs 
assessments and rate surveys. A number of other states use shared database information 
to facilitate coordination. Funders and communities reported a lack of critical information 
to make informed decisions about project funding. A number of types of central 
information found in other states could benefit North Carolina, which already has 
existing resources to facilitate their use.  
  West Virginias coordinating body compiles local needs assessments into a state 
document of needs to provide information to funders. North Carolina funding agencies 
can work from the Environmental Protection Agencys regularly reported needs 
assessments or the Rural Centers Water 2030 needs assessment at least for the next five 
or so years. In addition, one funder commented that a transparent statewide rates survey 
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would help that agency make better funding decisions. North Carolina has a newly 
published resource available for that, which was produced by the Environmental Finance 
Center in cooperation with the League of Municipalities.13 The Center plans to update 
this rates study every few years. Such a database typically includes demographic and 
other profile information about the communities to help funders make informed 
decisions. 
  A number of other states also use a central information database to track the 
funding status of projects. Funding agencies in North Carolina have to depend on the 
communities to keep them up to date with the status of other agencies funds on co-
funded projects. Funders reported they also have to rely on communities to list in their 
application other funding agencies to which they have applied. Central information offers 
an option to keep funders and communities aware all agencies and funds involved in a 
project. 
o Conduct informational workshops and conferences around the state to improve the flow 
of information to communities. Stakeholders reported a grave need for financial planning 
assistance for communities around the state. New York has done extensive advertising 
and provided financial assistance through its coordinating body. New York funding 
agencies hold workshops around the state to show communities how to piece together 
competitive projects and to offer other tips for successful funding. Additionally, last year, 
they held 65 one-half hour project consultations with communities. Nearly every funding 
agency and regional agency representatives were present at each consultation to instruct 
                                                
13 Environmental Finance Center and the North Carolina League of Municipalities. (2006). Statewide Water and 
Sewer Rate Survey and Analysis. Chapel Hill, NC: School of Government Press.  
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communities on their funding options and the funding process. Ohio and Montana also 
advertise their services to communities.  
  Prioritize financial planning over technical assistance because there is more need 
across the state for this service. A number of interviewees also noted the importance of 
providing technical assistance to communities for engineering, design and other tasks but 
said that engineering companies, the Rural Water Association, and other organizations 
have the expertise and capability to sufficiently provide these services across the state. 
They suggested the Commission coordinate these disjointed efforts from a state level so 
that all of these organizations are working toward common goals, but the current system 
for providing technical assistance to communities works fairly well. 
o Connect infrastructure planning and water resources planning with infrastructure funding. 
Most interviewees (78%) said that long-term planning at the state level is a desired 
service that the Commission could help provide or promote. Overall, stakeholders 
consider financial and technical planning essential cogs in the funding process. At the 
same time, planners noted the importance of water resources planning. Water quality and 
quantity are also major components of planning for water infrastructure systems. They 
recommend that the state coordinate infrastructure planning and funding in conjunction 
with water quality and water quantity planning. 
  Kentucky is the only state that has attempted to comprehensively connect 
infrastructure planning with infrastructure funding and offers a model for North Carolina. 
Kentucky has a state-wide inventory of existing water infrastructure with spatial data and 
a detailed list of infrastructure needs. Potential projects are prioritized at the regional 
level, using a standardized ranking system that is compiled by Kentuckys Infrastructure 
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Authority and then presented to funding agencies. However, this progressive planning 
system has recently been less effective because the planning has been only tenuously 
connected to funding. Nonetheless, Kentuckys regional water infrastructure planning 
could serve as a very beneficial and cutting edge model for North Carolina. Even a 
limited version of this model would allow North Carolina to plan strategically for its 
water resources and infrastructure construction from a state-wide perspective. When this 
planning is coordinated or linked with infrastructure funding, it offers a powerful tool for 
effective infrastructure provision. 
o Use North Carolina regional Councils of Government (COGs), with funding and 
oversight from the state level, to facilitate the funding process and to provide financial 
planning assistance for communities. At the local level, communities often have 
difficulty paying for project planning, but high-quality plans are essential for water 
systems to sustain themselves financially and operationally. Planning grants can help fill 
this gap by providing funds for financial and technical planning for projects, but planning 
grants may be too scarce to cover all of the costs for quality plans. A number of planners 
suggested that effective financial planning could be done through Councils of 
Governments at the regional level.  
  Some councils are already involved in assisting communities with funding water 
projects, and with more funds, this valuable service could be administered in every 
planning region with direction from the State. Currently, very limited funding for 
planning water infrastructure projects is available, so North Carolina should stretch the 
existing funds as far as possible. Using regional councils for planning efforts is a way to 
economize the use of planning funds. One regional council can use funding to assist 
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multiple communities. Kentuckys water management councils serve a similar function 
for communities and could serve as a model for North Carolina. With the assistance of 
the councils, it might become feasible in the future to require more planning for 
infrastructure quality. One funder suggested that if planning resources become available, 
then it might be a useful quality control to require a lesser version of the 210 Facilities 
Plan, currently required for state revolving fund loans, for grants as well. 
 
Equity 
North Carolina leaders should recognize that equity is an important issue in the funding 
process and will be even more important if a change is made in the system. The perception or 
reality of inequity in the funding process should not be taken lightly; as such a perception can 
have major implications. Stakeholders highlighted four types of inequity in the funding system. 
These included regional equity, deserved equity, need-based equity and ability-to-pay equity. 
Recommendations addressing these equity issues are as follows: 
 
o If a coordinating body is established in North Carolina, selecting the participants will be a 
critical task. The group should include sufficient expertise and objectivity to address 
stakeholder concerns about political influence and regional equity. West Virginia handles 
these issues by appointing four voting public members to their coordinating body, each 
an expert in engineering, banking, law or a related field, from the four different 
geographical regions in the state. One public member in West Virginia commented that 
this structure gives a perception of fairness and works equitably in practice as well. This 
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is one example that promotes equity, but there are other ways to structure the 
Commission membership to accomplish this. 
o Prioritize projects for funding while still leaving funding decisions to individual funding 
agencies. This will address all four forms of equity by providing a basis for fair 
distribution of funds. Criteria should be established through an agreed-upon process 
involving stakeholder input and should be linked to the statewide goals and objectives 
recommended under efficiency.  
 Stakeholders disagreed with the notion of the Commission making funding 
recommendation. But they indicated that they would be more open to the idea if criteria 
for such recommendations were established through an agreed-upon process involving 
stakeholder input. Interviewees also decidedly stated that the Commission would need 
solid rules for operation and a comprehensive understanding of the funding programs and 
varying parameters for water systems around the entire state to make recommendations. 
For example, the mountain region in North Carolina has steep slopes that raise the cost of 
laying pipes and transmitting water and sewage. Interviewees agree that a set of criteria 
or standards should be established regardless of whether it is used for making 
recommendations or for simply prioritizing projects for funding.  
Criteria for prioritizing projects can be used to create a list of projects that are 
most appropriate for funding, based on the agreed upon criteria and weights. The idea 
behind prioritizing criteria suggests that communities compete for grant and loan money 
and funding agencies should cooperate to consider which projects should receive the 
limited funds available. Colorado and Montana have lists of potential projects, similar to 
their state revolving fund priority lists, that funders all refer to when deciding on projects 
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to fund. Funding agencies are not mandated to choose from this list, but it serves as a 
valuable resource. Colorados list is updated after every meeting that the coordinating 
body holds. Kentucky has ranking criteria for prioritizing projects standardized across the 
state. Regional planning authorities called regional water management planning councils 
use this standardized ranking scheme to prioritize projects in their region and send that 
list to the Kentucky Infrastructure Authority, where the lists are compiled and used to 
inform funding decisions.  
North Carolina stakeholders were asked to suggest criteria for ranking water 
infrastructure projects. Their numerous and diverse responses have been categorized and 
reported in Appendix 7. This document appears to offer a representative list of 
stakeholder interests for prioritizing projects. If North Carolina decides to create a list of 
priority projects, this list should be considered as a starting point. Stakeholders also 
suggested using the already developed list of criteria created by the DENR Public Water 
Supply division for the Drinking Water State Revolving Fund and/or the eight common 
criteria listed in House Bill 1090 to guide funding decisions for the Rural Center, the 
Clean Water Management Trust Fund and DENR.  
It is important to note that it is impossible to use this entire list of suggested 
criteria in Appendix 7 because some of the criteria directly conflict with other criteria. 
One dilemma is the reality that some communities demonstrate a greater direct need 
(severity) for a project because they fail to plan adequately. At the same time, 
communities often can not plan adequately because they do not have the resources to do 
so. Here, ability to pay measures make sense. As illustrated, many of these criteria work 
harmoniously together and must be used in cooperation to ensure the best outcome. 
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Paraphrased, one planner said that funding agencies should reward good planning, with 
the qualification that the state should first identify distressed communities and assist them 
with planning so that the criterion for good planning does not put them at a disadvantage. 
If the state is going to use good planning as a criterion, then jurisdictions must be on a 
level playing field to compete with good planning. A proper mix of criteria and weights 
can only be assigned equitably with extensive input from stakeholders, and they will be 
unique for every state. 
o Use New Yorks solution to North Carolinas challenge for providing funds to Tier 1 
communities within Tier 5 counties. In New York, if a town within a county has an 
average household income below 80% of the county average, then that town is eligible 
for CDBG funds. This mechanism works well to target low-income pockets within a 
wealthy county. North Carolina could use a similar concept to distribute water 
infrastructure funds to economically distressed towns within wealthy counties. 
 
Feasibility for Coordinated Funding 
o Begin funding coordination in North Carolina with an informal model that has the 
potential to incrementally become more formal, if desired. Stakeholders are confident 
that some level of funding coordination can improve the current funding process in North 
Carolina. At the same time, they remain fearful that establishing formal coordination 
right now will be challenging if not impossible because of the potential politics involved. 
Equity concerns are central impediments to developing formal coordination. 
o Carefully consider the bodys structure in terms of committees, staff and meeting 
frequency. From this research, it appears that at least a few committees are essential to 
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successful coordination and that most North Carolina stakeholders prefer at least minimal 
in-house staff. 
o Set clear goals, measurable objectives, and a plan to measure these objectives before 
implementing a model for coordination. Program evaluation and monitoring are essential 
to avoid the stagnation experienced by the previous Infrastructure Council and to ensure 
the success of a new initiative.14 The list of criteria on the following page will serve as a 
foundation for defining a successful model of coordination for North Carolina. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                
14 Robert Agranoff, (October, 2003), A New Look at the Value-Adding Functions of Intergovernmental Networks. 
Prepared for the Seventh National Public Management Research Conference.  Coordination networks should 
evaluate their success to determine if networking has made their work more efficient. 
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Criteria for evaluating a successful coordination model in North Carolina 
 
 
# Efficiency  
o Operational  
! Commission staff and/or committees use resources efficiently 
o Funding distribution 
! Available funding put to highest and best use for North Carolina through 
efficient funding packages 
# Effectiveness  
o Funding process 
! Simplified and expedited funding process 
! Confusion and poor communication among stakeholders is minimized 
! Communities have the information and resources necessary to secure the 
public funds they need 
! High percentage of communities use coordinating body 
o North Carolina infrastructure 
! Sustainability  funds used to promote long-term financial and structural 
viability of NC infrastructure and water resources 
! NC water resource quality and quantity preserved  
# Equity   
o Money distributed fairly 
! Regional equity 
! Deserved equity 
! Need-based equity 
! Ability-to-pay 
o Political influence in funding process is minimized 
o Coordinating body developed through an agreed upon process with stakeholder 
input 
# Feasibility 
o Goals and objectives of participating agencies are met 
o Process is workable for applicants  the coordinated process does not create 
onerous red tape 
o Promotes decisions made at the appropriate level for NC (local, regional or state) 
o Administrative feasibility  NC has the resources to successfully implement the 
coordinating body designed 
o Political feasibility  legislators on board to support financially 
o Legal feasibility  any formal model chosen has legal authority 
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CONCLUSION 
 As federal and state public funds for water infrastructure have decreased, the standards for 
clean water and the costs to treat it have increased, leaving a gap in meeting North Carolinas 
infrastructure needs.15 The need for efficient use of existing funds is paramount and funding 
coordination has the potential to achieve greater efficiency; however, many North Carolina 
stakeholders fear that formal coordination will bring more bureaucracy and politics. Other state 
coordination models demonstrate that informal and formal models of coordination can streamline 
the funding process in an equitable way and at a relatively low cost. Elements of coordination 
models also address other efficiency, effectiveness and equity challenges faced in North 
Carolinas funding process. North Carolina should take steps toward creating its own system of 
coordination to avoid more bureaucracy, politics and other concerns of North Carolina 
stakeholders.  
 The success of a coordinating body may vary and is contingent upon buy-in from 
stakeholders, especially federal funding agencies, which are not required to participate in state 
programs. Since public funds are currently scarce in North Carolina, funding coordination will 
have to simplify and improve the funding process for stakeholders to consider it successful. 
North Carolina should learn from its past attempts to coordinate, namely the prior infrastructure 
council and the funding agency meetings facilitated by the Rural Center. In addition to 
stakeholder buy-in, successful coordination must have an outlined purpose, goals, and 
organizational structure to ensure productive meetings. 
If coordination has the net effect of increasing the total strength of the funding process by 
way of improved efficiency, effectiveness and/or equity, then it could bolster North Carolinas 
                                                
15 Congressional Research Service (CRS), (March 15, 2005), Safe Drinking Water Act: Implementation and Issues. 
Obtained from the CRS Web: http://www.opencrs.com/  More stringent regulations related to drinking water or 
wastewater quality standards may raise the cost of financing water infrastructure, creating a funding gap. 
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ability to distribute public funds to communities that desperately need them. And because 
success is relative to the views of stakeholders, how North Carolina decides to structure its 
coordinating body may change over time as stakeholder views change. With this in mind, it is 
critically important for North Carolina to choose an appropriate structure for its coordinating 
body that reflects the current preferences of its stakeholders and modify this structure as their 
preferences change in the future. Data from this research indicates that North Carolina 
stakeholders presently support coordinated funding that takes an informal approach. 
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Appendix 1 
Comparison Table of the State Infrastructure Council and the State Water Infrastructure Commission 
 State Infrastructure Council State Water Infrastructure Commission 
   
Office DENR Governors office 
Purpose Develop State strategic plan Identify State infrastructure needs, develop a plan, 
monitor plans implementation 
Members 19 Positions appointed by or directly filled by: 13 Positions appointed by or directly filled by: 
 4-Governor 1-Governor 
 5-President Pro Tempore of the Senate (one must be 
member of Senate) 
1-President Pro Tempore of the Senate  
 5-Speaker of the House (one must be member of 
House) 
1-Speaker of the House 
 1-Secretary of Commerce 1-Secretary of Commerce 
 1-Secretary of Environment and Natural Resources 1-Secretary of Environment and Natural Resources 
 1-State Treasurer 1-President of the Rural Economic Development Center 
 1-Exec. Director of League of Municipalities 1-Exec. Director of the Clean Water Mgmt. Trust Fund 
 1-Exec. Director of NC Assoc. of County 
Commissioners 
1-Director of Local Government Commission or Director 
of the State Treasurers Office 
  1-Exec. Director of the League of Municipalities 
  1-Exec. Director of the NC Assoc. of County 
Commissioners 
  1-Chancellor of NC State University 
  1-American Council of Engineering Companies 
  1-Water Resources and Research Institute 
Terms Two year terms with reappointment as an option, 
except some initial 3-year appointments  
Members appointed by the Governor, Senate President 
Pro Tempore, and House Speaker serve two years and all 
other members serve until replaced 
Chair Appointed by governor Elected annually 
Vacancies New appointment for balance of unexpired term New appointment for balance of unexpired term 
Compensation None None 
Removal According to G.S. 143B-13 According to G.S. 143B-13 
Meetings Minimum 4 times / year Minimum 4 times / year 
Quorum Majority Majority 
Duties   
1 State strategic plan, addressing water supply, 
distribution & treatment 
Determine State role in developing and funding 
wastewater, drinking water and stormwater infrastructure 
2 Assess future water and sewer needs 5-yr. gap analysis of expected funding v. funding needs 
3 Analyze pertinent statutes, rules and programs Propose State priorities for funding 
4 Recommend roles of State and local government, and 
other parties for addressing future water & sewer needs 
Recommend how to increase funding efficiency and 
coordination 
5 Recommend how to minimize infrastructure impact on 
natural resources 
Determine best practices for managing wastewater, 
drinking water and stormwater utilities 
6  Assess role of public-private partnerships for providing 
utilities 
7  Assess the river basin approach for utility planning & 
mgmt. 
8  Assess the need for a "troubled system" protocol 
Staff & offices Denoted Excluded 
Reports Annual report by 1 Oct. to Fiscal Research Division of 
the Joint Legislative Commission of Governmental 
Operations. Must report recommendations requiring 
Gen. Assembly action or review. 
Annual report by 1 Nov. to the Environmental Review 
Commission and the Fiscal Research Division of the 
General Assembly. Must report activity, findings and 
recommendations requiring Gen. Assembly action. 
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Appendix 2 
State Coordination Model Preferences 
How Much Coordination? 
The final section will ask you some additional questions about potential statewide coordination 
with regard to W/S infrastructure projects. States throughout the country have very different 
coordination models. Consider the following two scenarios for statewide coordination:  
 
I.) Formal Directive Role  
The Commission or a similar organization has the power to pool all applications and disburse 
grant and/or loan money according to a State triage system based on criteria such as needs, 
project feasibility, regional benefits, etc.?  
 
II.) Informal Coordination Role  
The Commission facilitates informal discussion and coordination between and among the 
funders, applicants, and other stakeholders. 
 
Funder Responses 
 
Formal 
None 
 
Informal 
Prefers an informal coordination model; in a state this size, there are too many different variables 
for a central agency to dictate where funds should go. Individual departments should continue to 
make the decisions.  
 
Informal: individual agencies are more aware of the objectives for their funds. 
 
Formal might not work well with federal funds, so the funder does not agree with this model. If 
they had to choose, probably the informal model. 
 
Informal. Most funders like to partner because they can stretch their funds out to help more 
communities. 
 
Informal. I dont think a state appointed commission can tell feds where to spend money. 
 
Middle Ground 
Would like a more formal structure but doesnt expect that right away. Need to build trust and 
understanding.  
 
Somewhere in the middle. Good structure exists for system planning  structure should focus on 
financing role of state and some type of process for addressing severely deficient systems. 
Formal model may work for non-viable systems. 
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Formal directive role is the best way to accomplish the States objective but should start with the 
informal model and see if it is successful.  
One way to improve coordination is to reduce the number of agencies giving out funds for 
particular purposes like wastewater. 
 
 
Planner Responses 
 
Formal 
Formal. Difficult to implement but if there is good criteria not influenced by politics, this model 
could work. Need the authority to do correctly. 
 
The formal model has the best potential, particularly if it can sell debt.  
 
Need a regulatory agency to assure planning at the state level. Need more thrust. 
 
Informal 
Informal model because NC can derive all benefits of coordination and streamlining without 
having a small group of people making decisions about how the states money will be spent. Too 
small of a group (13 people) to make such decisions  threat of political corruption.  
 
Either would be better than what we have, but probably the Informal method. Good criteria for 
prioritizing and to make it fair  no politics. Politics will be less invasive with the informal 
model. Existing agencies will have to be altered less with the informal model. 
 
Informal coordination model. We already have a well-developed set of programs with experience 
built in. Could benefit from some more coordination. 
 
Not convinced we need a high level of formal coordination right now. 
 
Informal model because we are already nearly there. Politics might prohibit centralization.  
 
Informal coordination would be productive. 
 
We may want to start the informal process back up instead of starting at zero 
 
The formal role seems like an additional layer that may just slow things down. 
 
Middle Ground 
Probably a hybrid, but everyone in the state will not agree on the purpose of what needs to be 
done or how. Were probably already using an informal process. If you use strict rules some 
parts of the state will be left out. 
 
Under the formal structure those with the ability to lobby could receive more funding (political), 
but the informal scenario has no teeth. NC needs a representative group to facilitate coordination 
among stakeholders, to identify projects and assure equitable distribution of money. 
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Appendix 3 
Commission Membership Suggestions 
 
Interviewees were asked the following question with regard to membership of the State Water 
Infrastructure Commission.  
 
Are there any organizations that you think should work closely with the 
Commission to help it carry out its mission?  Please refer to your list of 
current appointments to the Commission, which was provided by e-mail. 
 
It is important to note that many of the responses to this question suggest organizations that 
should work in an advisory capacity to the Commission, rather than as voting members.  
 
Interviewees were asked to please assume for this set of questions that the Commission decides 
to implement a plan that involves coordinated funding for W/S infrastructure. In other words, 
the Commission evolves from a study commission into a body that initiates state-level 
coordinated funding.  
 
 
Funders Suggestions 
# Environmental advocacy 
# Policing organizations 
# Tourism, esp. ecotourism 
# Economic Development Association 
# Professional Engineers of NC 
# Federal funders (received two votes) 
o USDA 
# School of Government at UNC (received two votes) 
# Representative from the sanitary districts or water districts 
# A technical group like the American Water Works Association / Water 
Environment Association 
# Environmental community 
# Development community 
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Planner Suggestions 
# Top heavy with State people. Need more local or regional people like 
regional organizations, local managers or elected officials. 
# Secretary of DENR may not have the best perspective about day-to-day 
water operations. 
# For DENR, it would be prudent to have two positions  one for water and 
one for wastewater because these are two distinct areas of expertise and 
cannot be represented adequately by one person at the top. 
# Another representative of a local government wastewater system or public 
water system. 
# If other types of communities (homeowners associations, etc.) are eligible 
for funding then they should be represented as well. 
# Need a representative to make sure the water supply is not depleted because 
the Water Resources Research Institute focuses more on quality than 
supply/quantity. 
# Need more neutral players like the Water Resources Research Institute. 
# The Commission is weighted with players who favor development and 
infrastructure. It needs someone to represent the fish. 
# A stormwater expert - Bill Hunt at NCSU or someone from the American 
Public Works Association 
# USGS - they do basin modeling, quantity studies and quality studies 
# Environmental representation 
# Rural Water Association 
# A local developer representing the NC Economic Developers Association 
# Three planners asked, Why does NC State get to make an appointment? 
# Consumer advocates 
# Environmental groups like the Sierra Club 
# A Department of Commerce representative that understands infrastructure 
finance 
# Allow applicants that have and have not been funded to speak to the 
Commission about their experience 
# A practitioner, ACEC represents public and private practitioners 
# Someone from the banking industry. The private sector understands credit, 
risk, etc. 
# Community-based agencies or action groups. 
# Federal government representation 
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Community Suggestions 
# USDA 
# Wary of legislative and governor appointments  
# Water infrastructure providers 
# Rural Water Association (received two votes) 
# Advocate for the river basins 
# Advocate for major utilities 
# Appointment #s 6-13 dont make much sense 
# More local government representatives 
# Representatives of hand-on people in the field who understand the problems 
 
Other Suggestions 
# All appointees should have experience with water, rather than being a 
general legislative liaison. 
# The previous Council failed because it had too many legislative 
appointments on it and they ended up arguing about regional equity. 
# The group would be more effective if the role of each appointee were 
specified. Might keep it less political. 
# Suggests that the Commission have a limited life to report and then go out of 
existence.  
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Appendix 4 
Commission Committees and Staff 
 
Interviewees were asked to comment on how the Commission should be structured, were it to 
become involved in coordinating infrastructure funding. Interviewees were asked to Please 
assume for this set of questions that the Commission decides to implement a plan that involves 
coordinated funding for W/S infrastructure.   Interviewees were asked the following question: 
 
Do you have any opinions about how the Commission should carry out its 
tasks? For example, should the Commission have any committees and/or 
subcommittees, should it have its own staff, or should it rely on existing 
services? 
 
Interviewees offered the following responses to this question:  
 
Should the Commission have committees or sub-committees? 
 
 
Yes 
Suggests committees for stormwater, finance, water, and sewer. 
Yes, suggests water and sewer committees or to establish committees for different size 
communities.  
Yes, and assign staff to committees 
Yes, technical committees. 
Yes, with technical expertise. 
Yes, 2 or 3 committees. 
Yes, such as drinking water, wastewater, finance, and needs committees.  
Yes 
Yes 
 
 
No 
No need for committees 
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Should the Commission have its own staff? 
 
Yes 
• DENR does not have extra staff for this. 
• Should have its own staff, a budget for hiring consultants and also rely to some degree on 
existing agencies.  
• Will need support staff 
• Staff member from governors policy office. 
• Will need staff to coordinate and take minutes, etc. 
• Yes, but minimal. Depend mostly on existing agencies. 
• Yes, because the chair is rotating. 
• Yes, currently the Commission is staffed by the governors office. 
• Yes 
• Yes 
• Yes 
• Yes 
 
 
No 
• Rely on existing services. Duplicating existing efforts would take limited resources away 
from putting them directly to the projects they are supposed to fund. The Commission 
should use DENR staff similarly to how the Environmental Management Commission 
uses the Division of Water Quality.  
• Should initially rely on DENR for staff. 
• It might make more sense to add staff to existing organizations that already have 
expertise than adding a parallel program. 
 
 
Other 
It should hold meetings that are open to the public 
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Appendix 5 
Preferred Coordination Services 
 
 
The following question was read to interviewees to gauge their preferences coordination for 
services.  
 
I am going to read a list of eleven statewide funding and coordination services that could be 
provided at some point in the future. Tell me if you Strongly Agree (SA), Agree (A), are 
Neutral (N), Disagree (D), or Strongly Disagree (SD) with the provision of each of these 
services.  
 
     SA, A, N, D, SD 
____Compiling a single statewide database of community W/S needs 
____Compiling a statewide summary of funder eligibility requirements  
____Long-term planning (State level) 
____Actively promote regionalization of utilities  
____Planning assistance for communities 
____Maintain updated and accessible central information indicating which 
communities have secured funding, which ones are currently applying to specific 
funders, and how much funding each agency has available for the current funding 
cycle 
____Hold informational conferences, workshops or fairs      
____ Develop a single application for funding from multiple funders 
____Sell debt 
____Work with existing funders to leverage their funds (i.e. Bonds backed by 
existing appropriations) 
____Make recommendations to funders about which communities should receive 
funding and when they should receive it 
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Interviewee responses are tabulated below: 
   
   All Stakeholders SA A N D SD 
a Needs database 48% 43% 9% 0% 0%
b 
Summary of eligibility 
requirements 48% 43% 9% 0% 0%
c 
Long-term planning (State 
level) 35% 43% 9% 13% 0%
d Regionalization 44% 17% 17% 17% 4%
e 
Planning assistance for 
communities 39% 43% 9% 9% 0%
f Central information 23% 36% 41% 0% 0%
g 
Conferences, workshops or 
fairs 13% 70% 9% 4% 4%
h Single application 22% 30% 22% 22% 4%
i Sell debt 10% 29% 29% 14% 19%
j Leverage 18% 45% 14% 14% 9%
k Recommendations 4% 13% 13% 39% 30%
* All percents may not add up to 100% due to rounding. 
 
 
 
 
Percent of Stakeholders agreeing or strongly agreeing 
with the provision of each service.  
   All Stakeholders 
Percent 
Agree/SA
a Needs database 91%
b 
Summary of eligibility 
requirements 91%
c 
Long-term planning (State 
level) 78%
d Regionalization 61%
e 
Planning assistance for 
communities 82%
f Central information 59%
g 
Conferences, workshops or 
fairs 83%
h Single application 52%
i Sell debt 38%
j Leverage 63%
k Recommendations 17% 
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Appendix 6 
Comments on Possible Services 
 
Stakeholders were asked these follow-up questions about possible statewide funding and 
coordination services that could be provided in the future. 
 
 
1) Of the activities named, are there one or two that you think would provide a substantial 
benefit or cost to local communities? Please elaborate. 
 
 
2) Of the activities named, are there one or two that you think would be especially difficult 
to implement, and why? 
 
 
3) Are there any other services that you think should be provided on a statewide coordinated 
basis? 
 
These stakeholder comments are organized by service (a  k) and then by stakeholder categories: 
funders, planners, and communities. Other services that stakeholders suggest are listed at the 
bottom. 
 
a. Compiling a single statewide database of community W/S needs 
Communities 
No comments 
Planners 
o Only if needs can be identified 
Funders 
o Should not duplicate what the EPA is already doing. 
o This would be a significant cost for communities because the community 
would have to continue to supply the agency putting together this database 
with information. 
o This could be difficult for communities if it is too detailed. 
o Difficult to maintain 
 
b. Compiling a statewide summary of funder eligibility requirements  
Communities 
o Especially beneficial for small communities 
Planners 
o If it can be maintained with amount of funds 
Funders 
o This would limit the need for hiring consultants 
o This will provide communities with a quick source of information for which 
funding agency does what. 
o Should educate engineers as well. 
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c. Long-term planning (State level) 
Communities 
o No comments 
Planners 
o Most important planning should be at the regional and local levels, not the 
State. 
o This is of particular benefit and A, J & E are all part of this. 
Funders 
o Water supply plans should be consolidated and used for this. 
 
d. Actively promote regionalization of utilities  
Communities 
o Could be biased based on who is appointed to the committee that makes 
recommendations. Would have to show who is going to do this.  
Planners 
o Depends on the situation so not always appropriate 
Funders 
o This is cost effective. 
o Differences between jurisdictions about whether to grow could be contentious 
o There are unintended consequences of promoting regionalization. It is difficult 
to operationalize the concept.  It tends to leave out communities where it is 
cost-prohibitive to regionalize. (i.e. it is not cost-effective to pump over 
ridgelines in the mountains, so mountain communities would not receive the 
credits if regionalization was part of a priority scheme.) If a priority is 
assigned to regionalization, then there must be a mechanism to recognize 
when that is not a financially feasible option and not punish a community than 
cant apply. 
 
e. Planning assistance for communities 
Communities 
o Especially helpful for smaller communities. 
Planners 
o Should be done on a needs or ability-to-pay basis 
o Government should not have a large cadre of folks to provide planning 
assistance for communities when its already available 
o Should have funds available for places that cant afford to hire 
engineers/consultants 
o Need more assistance at the state level in emergency preparedness. E.g. a 
drought: state could help determine most strategic ways to address this. Some 
communities know what they need, but need help getting it. What do they do 
from a legal standpoint if theres a threat?  
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Funders 
o This will help communities navigate the funding process.  
o Agree with providing services but not for giving money directly to 
communities. A small community should use Division of Community 
Assistance for planning. Sometimes planning money is used inappropriately. 
Should have criteria for preparing the plans. 
 
f. Maintain updated and accessible central information indicating which 
communities have secured funding, which ones are currently applying to 
specific funders, and how much funding each agency has available for the 
current funding cycle. 
Communities 
o This will help the decision makers. 
o This transparency may foster ill-will and competition among localities 
receiving funds. 
Planners 
o Data management can be very difficult and expensive.  
Funders 
o This would be costly. 
o Difficult to keep up to date  would have to change hour to hour to keep up. 
Information might not be reliable if it is outdated. 
o This is the most helpful service on the list for funders. 
 
g. Hold informational conferences, workshops or fairs     
Communities 
o Communities can learn from each other. 
Planners 
o Leave this responsibility to other organizations. 
o We have conferences  we dont need more. Figure out an incentive to get 
people to the conferences. 
Funders 
o Should hold a yearly conference or make this part of the AWWA-WEA yearly 
conference. 
 
h. Develop a single application for funding from multiple funders 
Communities 
o How are decisions made as to which agency is used? 
o Will this compilation of agencies be meshed into one agency with different 
funding options? 
o Just so long as you could do a supplement to the application for something 
unique to your community. 
o Single application not practically possible because of diverse federal and state 
program requirements and eligibility criteria specified at the federal level. 
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Planners 
o My guess is that this cant be done very well because funders change so fast.  
o Difficult because each agency has its own idiosyncrasies 
o With a single application, the communities who hire a consultant may have an 
advantage over other communities because the consultant knows what to 
write. 
o Not too difficult to implement: Region 4 Council of Governments has a joint 
application for water quality grant funding. The COG chooses which grants 
should fund which projects. 
o This would be very useful and take some of the mystery out of the process. 
Funders 
o This would be difficult because of different agency objectives. 
o The federal government has one (424a,b,c&d) but it doesnt work because the 
their own requirements list pages and pages of exceptions. 
o This was tried in our organization in the past and didnt work. 
o I dont think this is possible because some funders require information that 
others do not. 
o Agencies have different missions; there will have to be supplemental 
questions. 
 
i. Sell debt  
Communities 
o Not sure of the impact of doing this 
o Do not want more state control over what we do 
o Not possible unless you change the structure of the way things are done in NC 
because you currently have to go through the LGC to do this 
Planners 
o Leave this to the Local Government Commission. 
o LGC does this. Debt in NC is issued by LGC only. LGC evaluates towns 
before agreeing to sell debt for them. This is why NC has top bond ratings 
o If the State sells debt on behalf of communities, this may become a huge risk 
if the communities default. 
o Let the State sell debt and take advantage of the States credit capacity; there 
is little worry about default and ruining the States bond rating. However, this 
effort could be undermined by too much grant money. 
Funders 
o Would depend if the debt is tax free. The State has a cumulative limit for tax-
exempt debt and this would impact the States limit. But if its taxable, then it 
costs more. 
 
j. Work with existing funders to leverage their funds (i.e. Bonds backed by 
existing appropriations)  
Communities 
o We dont want more red tape. If money is available it should be given away. 
Planners 
o Not a job for the Commission. 
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o Leveraging is like using a credit card to finance infrastructure. If federal 
funders cut the capitalization grants then future years would have no funds 
available to pay back debt. Only leverage if trying to jump start something in 
North Carolina. Leveraging is not sustainable for future generations. It is 
cyclical; once you start, it is difficult to stop. 
Funders 
o Someone has to pay, and the burden might be on local communities 
o This may not work with federal funders. 
o It would have to be balanced with who owns the debt load; there are issues 
with this. 
 
k. Make recommendations to funders about which communities should receive 
funding and when they should receive it 
Communities 
o Communities should continue to go through the application process.  
o If the commission has 5 members from the same region, recommendations 
could become political. 
o Whos making the recommendations? Could be biased. 
Planners 
o It is difficult for a state body to prioritize applications. 
o This would lead to conflicts with eligibility criteria for federal funding and 
decisions would be more political than technically based. Commission should not 
be making these decisions. 
o The Commission is a political group and could make decisions based on politics. 
o This would have political costs. 
o This is a biggie. It needs to be outside the political process. 
o There needs to be criteria built into this. E.g. need, environmental issues, 
economic development 
o This adds another layer of bureaucracy without identifiable benefits. 
o If we look out 15 years and everybody is trying to maximize their own situation, it 
might be a good idea to have this 
Funders 
o Politics involved 
o A state organization is at a distance from the communities and might have its own 
political agenda. 
o Dont want an organization that is not involved in funding administration to make 
the decisions. Difficult for one state organization to have knowledge about all 
agencies and agencies will not want to give up control. Commission may have an 
agenda different from agencies and agencies would only have one vote.  
o Would be okay if it was just issuing recommendations, but the body would be 
upset if their recommendations were not followed. And, does the body have 
credibility to make recommendations that agencies will follow? 
o It would be difficult for federal agencies to accept state recommendations and 
implement them legally. The Commission would have to understand the agencies 
very well. Timing of funding cycles can also be an issue. 
o This may overstep the boundaries of agencies. 
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Other Services Suggested: 
Communities 
o Basin-wide, long-term approach for utility/infrastructure planning 
o State water resource protection 
o Help handle the things that slow projects down on the front end, like 
environmental reviews.  
o Help with things that turn bidding projects into a quagmire: Disadvantage 
Business Enterprise Program, the current guidelines are vague and very 
difficult to aspire to especially in utility construction.  Most Contractors do 
not understand the documents.     
Planners 
o Fund Councils of Government to help with water resource planning. 
o Support for hydrologic models for major river basins to support long-term 
planning.  
o Expansion of the monitoring networks for ground and some surface water for 
water supply.  
o Technical assistance on a broader scale to help prevent overflows. 
o The commission could do some trouble shooting to see whats broken what 
works re: funding local governments in an equitable way. They should not do 
funding, but help make sure the funds are structured and coordinated in a way 
to make it easier for dollars to get to local governments. 
o Have a state technical services center to advise people on managing utilities. 
Eg. What is expected life of pipe, how do you set up asset management 
program.  AWWA provides some help for this. 
o Have information on the engineering firms for communities to make informed 
choices. 
Funders 
o List of projects that were completed after being funded. 
o It would be nice for agencies and communities to know what regulatory 
changes are new or in the works. Assumes that the engineering review 
committee would know this but still might help. 
o Local governments need a way to check the references, credentials, reputation 
of engineering firms before choosing one. Right now they have to call around. 
It might be helpful to have a discussion board for communities to report their 
satisfaction or frustration with engineering companies, but the agency that 
hosts such a discussion board might be liable for tarnishing the reputation of a 
firm. Some funders are not allowed to make recommendations  they must 
standby even if the community makes a poor choice.  
o Coordination for the planning  it is currently piecemeal. 
o A comprehensive rates study that is transparent and used by funders. 
 
Other 
The Commission must have good information and a good process for these 
services to be desirable. 
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Appendix 7 
Criteria for Prioritizing Projects 
 
If the Commission were to be involved in prioritizing projects for funding, what criteria for 
prioritization would you like to see used? 
 
 
Interviewees were asked to respond to this question about prioritizing projects from a state-level 
perspective. They identified the following list of criteria that in their opinion could be used to 
rank the future projects most worthy of funding. Most respondents identified criteria that they 
would like to see used, while a few indicated specific criteria they would not want used to 
prioritize projects. Their responses covered a wide range of topics but can be categorized into the 
following five headings: 1) Degree of need, 2) Project benefits, 3) Project planning for 
sustainability, 4) Efficiency, and 5) Unwanted criteria. Some of the most common criteria listed 
were a communitys ability to pay, a projects contribution to public health and safety, sound 
financial planning, and regionalization.  
 
Prioritization Criteria Categories 
 
1) Degree of Need  
a) Financial: Ability of a community to support a project 
i) Ability to pay  measure with a gap analysis 
(1) Median income, tax rate, population gain or loss,  average property valuation 
(2) Places unlikely to receive their own loans 
ii) Per capita or per connection capital need 
b) Technical need 
c) Size of community (smaller communities usually have more need) 
d) Severity: projects that need to be done sooner rather than later 
2) Project Benefits 
a) Public/Environmental Health and safety benefits   
i) Safe homes (ie. prevent failing septic) 
ii) Water quality benefit 
(1) Prioritize rural areas for sewer projects (not efficient but do help preserve water 
quality by preventing failing septic tanks) 
iii) Water quantity benefit 
(1) The % of water withdrawn that the system returns to the water basin 
(2) Focus on reuse 
iv) Environmental/community protection 
(1) Projects do not exacerbate community land use or environmental problems (i.e. 
Creating growth in a place not consistent with the communitys comprehensive 
plan) 
b) Economic development for the community 
i) Creating jobs 
(1) Relative across locations: Are 200 jobs in Caldwell County is more significant 
than 200 in Wake County? 
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ii) Maintaining jobs 
c) Greatest long-term impacts 
3) Project Planning for Sustainability 
a) Funding sustainability   the system and its rate payers will cover future costs: not 
dependent on more grant funds 
i) Sustainable rates 
ii) Economic stability of system 
b) Projects that repair or upgrade existing systems rather than build new systems 
c) Technical and managerial capabilities of the project 
d) Has the project received comments on design from the permitting agency?  
e) Good fit with the available natural resources 
f) Does this project fit into the overall regional or state plan (should funders determine 
this?) 
i) Water projects should count more than sewer 
g) A good Capital Improvements Plan 
h) Communities have a wastewater plan (sample legislation in PA that requires this) 
i) Communities that do not neglect planning, operation & maintenance and just depend on 
grant handouts when their system fails 
4) Efficiency  
a) The biggest bang for the buck 
b) Regionalization 
c) Population density 
d) Per capita cost for delivering potable water 
e) Readiness to proceed 
5) Unwanted Criteria 
a) Population density, because this puts rural areas at a disadvantage 
b) Regions of the state, because decisions should be based instead on the merit/need of 
individual projects 
 
 
Other suggestions: 
Interviewees also offered advice to more easily begin the process for developing criteria. One 
said, Dont start from scratch, modify the prioritization used from the public water supplys 
hard work on a list of criteria used for the Drinking Water State Revolving Fund. Another 
interviewee suggested starting with the eight common criteria listed in HB 1090, which 
established them for use by The Rural Economic Development Center, the Department of 
Environment and Natural Resources and the Rural Economic Development Center.  
 
Commentary: 
Some of the criteria listed are more general, while others listed as sub-points attempt to 
operationalize them with specific measures. Interviewees were concerned with the fairness of 
ranking projects based on a set of criteria. One limitation to prioritizing projects is the tension 
between the subjectivity inherent with broad criteria and the inability to accurately operationalize 
and measure more specific quantitative criteria. Readily available data is necessary for specific, 
quantitative criteria to work.  
 
